
 

BOOK REPORT 

Cult of the Amatuer 

By Andrew Keen 

This is the first of three books by Andrew Keen.  I bought this book & read it last of the three.  It is his 

first as mentioned & most acclaimed book but not to get ahead, here is my take on it. 

After the previous reads, his later effort, this one introduces many ideas, thoughts & themes that were 

chronologically rehashed or expanded & expounded on in the more recent books.  The style was the 

same so no surprises there.  There were many common threads & some of the statements and material 

were updated which one had to expected with the time passage between first & last.  Either five or 

seven years I am not going to look to validate, confirm or verify in this case because it truly doesn’t 

matter & I am too busy this day. 

Bottom line & already at the chase, read it for historical purposes.  For example, when this one was 

written, facebook was just being introduced & mentioned only briefly.  In the later books, Keen bashes 

facebook founder Zuckerburg & exposes other for the frauds they in fact are and the garbage they are 

getting the hordes to swallow hook, line & sinker. 

Mark Z, Havard drop-out, was a misfit & social outcast during his brief stay at that esteemed insitution 

of higher learning.  Now he is a billionaire multiple times over, crazy rich, by means that are arguebly 

nefarious & insidious collecting ALL KINDS of personal data on a population that is clueless & totally 

unsuspecting.  But this is brought to light in detail in the later two books by Mr Keen. 

One sidebar, after reading the last book as the first, I sent an email to Mr Keen & he responded almost 

immediately with gracious words. 

 

 

 

 


